Lifestyle Dual Shades

Available in Light Filtering or Room Darkening

1. Position the shade:
   Inside mount: Ensure that the shade is clear of any window latches or fixtures.
   Outside mount: Ensure that the shade overlaps on both sides equally and you are able to install over any window trim.

2. Attach the brackets:
   The brackets are designed to attach to the window frame for inside mount (using the holes on top [longer side] of the bracket) or to your wall for outside mount (using the holes on the short side of the bracket as pictured in Image A).
   - Once you have decided where to position your shade mark the location of each bracket with a pencil. You should place the brackets a few inches in from each side.
   - Place each bracket on its location markings and mark through the desired screw hole positions.
   - Use the screws provided to affix the brackets to wall. See images A & B for example of how this should look for an outside mount attachment.

3. Installing the shade.
   Hold the cassette tilted slightly forward but parallel to the brackets making sure that the back panel of cassette sits on the back hooks of the brackets. While putting slight pressure to keep the cassette in the bottom hooks, push it forward until the locking mechanism clicks. (See image C)
   Attention: After the locking mechanism clicks, you will see the front hooks of the brackets slightly on the top of the cassette. (See image D)

   Warning!
   Please don't let the front hooks of cassette lock into the front top edge of the cassette first, as this will make it impossible to install.

4. Operating the blind.
   To operate the continuous cord loop lift system, simply pull the beaded chain to lower or raise to the desired height. The beaded chain may be on the right-hand or left-hand side depending on what you chose when ordering. Please see motorization manual if you purchased a motorization with remote lift system.

Please retain these instructions for future reference
Thank you for purchasing this product. Please read the instructions and warning carefully before installation.